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SUMMARY Wireless sensor network MAC protocols switch radios off
periodically, employing the so-called duty cycle mechanism, in order to
conserve battery power that would otherwise be wasted by energy-costly
idle listening. In order to minimize the various negative side-effects of the
original scheme, especially on latency and throughput, various improve-
ments have been proposed. In this paper, we introduce a new MAC protocol
called MAC2(Multi-hop Adaptive with packet Concatenation-MAC) which
combines three promising techniques into one protocol. Firstly, the idea to
forward packets over multiple hops within one operational cycle as ini-
tially introduced in RMAC. Secondly, an adaptive method that adjusts the
listening period according to traffic load minimizing idle listening. Thirdly,
a packet concatenation scheme that not only increases throughput but also
reduces power consumption that would otherwise be incurred by additional
control packets. Furthermore, MAC2 incorporates the idea of scheduling
data transmissions with minimum latency, thereby performing packet con-
catenation together with the multi-hop transmission mechanism in a most
efficient way. We evaluated MAC2 using the prominent network simulator
ns-2 and the results show that our protocol can outperform DW-MAC — a
state of the art protocol both in terms of energy efficiency and throughput.
key words: multi-hop MAC, energy efficient, latency, throughput

1. Introduction

Advances in wireless communication and sensor technology
motivate the development of low-cost, low-power, battery-
attached sensor nodes with many potential applications [1]–
[3]. In a typical sensor node, the radio module consumes
the largest share of the power budget [4]. Therefore, an ef-
ficient MAC protocol is vital. Idle listening, i.e. the state in
which a node merely awaits incoming packets, is the most
significant source of energy wastage. To minimize the idle
listening burden most MAC protocols adopt the duty cycling
mechanism in which the radio module is turned on and off
frequently following the operational cycle.

The duty cycling mechanism achieves energy effi-
ciency at the cost of degrading latency and throughput per-
formance. Meanwhile, an increasing number of prospective
applications not only impose requirements on energy effi-
ciency but also on other characteristics such as delay and
throughput [5], [6]. Therefore, many improvements to the
initial mechanism have been proposed. Among them the
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idea of forwarding a packet through several hops within
one duty cycle, as initially shown in RMAC [7] (Routing
enhanced MAC), has proven to be particularly efficient in
achieving those goals. The proposed protocols use a single
control packet instead of the common RTS/CTS (Request-
to-Send/Clear-to-Send) pair to setup a flow across multiple
hops. Since next-hop information is required when setting
up the flow this is essentially a cross-layer optimization. We
call this class of protocols henceforth multi-hop MAC.

The state-of-the art protocol named Demand Wakeup
MAC (DW-MAC) [8] can support a wide range of traffic
load. It divides the cycle into the sync, data and sleep pe-
riods as introduced by Sensor MAC [9]. However, in DW-
MAC the sleep period is employed for data transmissions.
DW-MAC uses a one-to-one proportional scheduling func-
tion to determine the start of data packet transmissions based
on the start of the corresponding control packet in the data
period. Therefore, nodes in DW-MAC can be involved in
multiple traffic flows without causing data-data collisions in
the sleep period. However, DW-MAC still incurs idle lis-
tening overhead in the data period, allows for data-ack colli-
sions and saturates very fast when the traffic load increases.

In this paper we propose a new multi-hop MAC proto-
col, named MAC2, which joins several techniques to over-
come the mentioned disadvantages of DW-MAC. MAC2’s
advanced characteristics are:

• MAC2 utilizes an adaptive scheme that can adjust the
length of the listening period in a cycle according to the
traffic load.
• MAC2 inherits the demand wakeup manner from DW-

MAC to transmit data, but it optimizes the schedul-
ing function to achieve minimum latency and guarantee
collision freeness in the sleep period.
• MAC2 employs a packet concatenation scheme which

combines several packets into a bigger one to reduce
control overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2
we discuss related works and present MAC2’s design in
Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present a latency analysis and give
upper and lower bounds that hold for MAC2 under low traf-
fic conditions. Section 5 comprises the evaluation in which
we illustrate MAC2’s performance under various scenarios.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 6.
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2. Related Work

Due to the limitation in battery capacity, energy efficiency
is the primary goal in MAC protocol design for WSN ap-
plications. Initially, many proposed protocols focused on
energy efficiency at the expense of other parameters (e.g.,
throughput, latency, fairness). Previous works [9], [10] re-
ported that the major source of energy wastage is idle lis-
tening. Many solutions to the problem of idle listening have
been proposed utilizing the technique of duty cycling that
is originally from Sensor MAC (S-MAC) [9]. In this tech-
nique, each sensor node turns its radio on only periodically,
alternating between active and sleeping states. The duty cy-
cling protocols can be roughly divided into asynchronous
and synchronous protocols.

Asynchronous MAC protocols such as B-MAC [11],
X-MAC [12], RI-MAC [13], A-MAC [14], PW-MAC [15]
and CyMAC [16] have advantages in deployment and con-
figuration and are widely used in real applications and com-
mercial sensor products because they don’t suffer from syn-
chronization overhead. However, they still suffer from the
high latency that is caused by forwarding packets only one
hop per cycle.

Recently, advanced synchronization protocols, e.g.
[17], can help the sensor nodes synchronize accurately with
low power consumption, so the synchronous protocols can
relax the synchronous overhead. There are several ap-
proaches to reducing delivery latency, such as S-MAC with
adaptive listening [18] and T-MAC [19]. In S-MAC with
adaptive listening, a node that overhears a control packet
(e.g., RTS or CTS) of another node’s communication dur-
ing the data period will wake up for a short time when the
communication finishes. If this node is the next-hop along
a multi-hop path, its neighbors can immediately forward the
data packet to this node rather than waiting until the data
period in the next operational cycle. T-MAC reduces la-
tency by adaptively changing the ending time of a data pe-
riod when there is no traffic transmission near the node. The
data period is ended whenever both the physical and virtual
carrier sensing find the channel idle for the given duration of
the timeout. Both T-MAC and S-MAC with adaptive listen-
ing can generally forward a packet at most two hops within
one operational cycle.

Another approach is D-MAC [20] which reduces la-
tency only for data gathering in which multiple nodes try
to send data to a sink node through a unidirectional tree of
paths. However, D-MAC has the disadvantage that it makes
specific assumptions on the communication pattern among
nodes (tree-based).

In contrast to each of the above protocols multi-hop
MAC protocols [7], [8], [21] support multi-hop transmis-
sion (more than two hops) in a single operational cycle.
Like single-hop protocols they usually divide the cycle into
the sync, data and sleep periods as introduced by Sensor
MAC [8]. A synchronization protocol employs the sync pe-
riod to align the start of the cycle among all nodes in the

network. In the subsequent data period multi-hop MAC
protocols let nodes with pending packets compete for cor-
responding time slots within the subsequent sleep period.
Hence, the actual data is transmitted in the sleep period.

RMAC [7] adds cross-layer information to the tradi-
tional RTS packet to create a new efficient control packet
named pioneer (PION). A PION can traverse multiple hops,
play both RTS and CTS roles, and it has a scheduling func-
tion. Compared to S-MAC and S-MAC with adaptive lis-
tening, RMAC significantly reduces the end-to-end latency
and uses much less power. RMAC-CS (RMAC with car-
rier sensing) [21] improves RMAC’s performance under low
traffic environments by adding a short carrier sensing period
after the synchronization period. During the added period
RMAC-CS utilizes carrier sensing as a binary signal that
lets the nodes know the current traffic status. Subsequently,
if there are no packets to transmit, the nodes turn off their
radios to save energy.

While RMAC performs well in light traffic environ-
ments it still suffers from large control overhead and low
throughput. In an attempt to support a wide range of traffic
load RMAC was extended to Demand Wakeup MAC (DW-
MAC). The main difference between the two is the way
packets are scheduled in the sleep period. In RMAC, a traf-
fic flow always starts at the beginning of the sleep period.
Hence, there can only be one flow per cycle.

DW-MAC [8] uses the same control packet exchange
idea as RMAC. In DW-MAC, a scheduling (SCH) packet
replaces the PION packet, and the SCH packet is used to
schedule the wake-up time of the nodes that will participate
in data transmission during the sleep period. However, both
RMAC and DW-MAC perform idle listening during the data
period when there is no traffic in the network, and RMAC-
CS will incur additional energy overhead in a high traffic
environment. MAC2 employs an adaptive method without
adding an extra period to bypass these problems of multi-
hop MAC protocols.

Moreover, WSNs also experience bursty and high traf-
fic loads. DW-MAC can support multiple data flows at a
node by using the mapping function. MAC2 takes advan-
tage of DW-MAC’s mechanism and supports much higher
traffic load by using the packet concatenation scheme.

3. M AC2 Design

3.1 Overview of MAC2

MAC2 is a synchronous contention based protocol. The pro-
tocol employs Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) to access the channel. The packet
structure and the concepts of Distributed Inter-Frame Space
and Short Inter-Frame Space are taken from IEEE 802.11,
but otherwise MAC2 does not depend on a particular stan-
dard. Similar to other duty cycling protocols, the opera-
tional cycle of MAC2 contains three periods: Sync, Data,
and Sleep with their lengths denoted as TS ync, TData, and
TS leep. In the Sync period, MAC2 adopts an adaptive mecha-
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Fig. 1 SYNC exchange in busy and idle cycle.

nism which can adapt to the traffic load and lets nodes follow
either a busy or an idle cycle. In the idle cycle nodes sleep
to save energy after the sync period. In the busy cycle on
the other hand they keep their radio on and exchange cross-
layer control packets to reserve time slots for data transmis-
sions in the subsequent Sleep period. MAC2 inherits De-
mand Wakeup MAC’s (DW-MAC’s) [8] on-demand manner
in which nodes are woken up during the Sleep period in or-
der to transmit or receive a data packet.

3.2 Adaptive Scheme in Sync Period

MAC2 uses the synchronization protocol proposed in S-
MAC just like RMAC and DW-MAC. All nodes use the
exchange of SYNC packets to choose and maintain the
sleep/awake schedule. In addition, MAC2 employs an adap-
tive method in which nodes can adjust their listening periods
themselves according to the network traffic. When there is
no data in the network, nodes follow an idle cycle with a
short listening period (TS ync), otherwise they follow a busy
cycle with a long listening period (TS ync + TData). We use
the first bit of the SYNC packet to convey this information.
When the bit is set, the new SYNC packet, called signaling
SYNC, tells all the listeners to extend their listening periods.
Thus, if a node has data to transmit, it constructs a signal-
ing SYNC first and broadcasts it to its neighbors. When a
node receives a signaling SYNC from one of its neighbors,
it sets its clock to the long listening duration. After that, if
the remainder of the Sync period is long enough to transmit
another SYNC packet, the node will broadcast a new sig-
naling SYNC to its neighbors. We assume that the length
of the Sync period is long enough to rebroadcast the SYNC
to the entire network, and each node sends only one SYNC
packet. We also assume that signaling SYNC packets al-
ways win the channel over a normal SYNC (i.e. the first bit
is not set). The assumption can be achieved by setting a
smaller carrier sense duration for signaling SYNC transmis-
sions. However, if the signaling SYNC does not win the
channel, the protocol still works since it repeats the same
process in the subsequent cycle.

Figure 1 illustrates the operation of MAC2 in both an
idle and a busy cycle. At the beginning of each Sync period,
N1 and N2 implement carrier sense. If there is no traffic in
the network, N1 and N2 go to sleep at the end of the Sync

Fig. 2 Super packet structure.

period; they follow the idle cycle. If node N1 has data to
transmit, it sends a signaling SYNC packet to its neighbors
including N2. The nodes follow the busy cycle.

This adaptive method can be applied to other syn-
chronous protocols, e.g. RMAC, as we have done in a pre-
vious work [22]. The results show that by using an adaptive
method RMAC consumes less energy while achieving com-
parable latency.

3.3 Data Forwarding in a Busy Cycle

In this subsection, we introduce the concatenation scheme
which concatenates several packets in the queue before
scheduling the transmission, and MAC2’s operation in a
busy cycle.

3.3.1 Concatenation Scheme

In all duty cycling protocols nodes often have to queue pend-
ing packets for an extended amount of time since the sleep
period is typically much longer than the active period. This
is especially true since although the radio is switched off
periodically the sensors are for most sensor network appli-
cations kept on at all times. The resulting frequent packet
bursts suggest packet concatenation as a means of both im-
proving energy efficiency and latency. Two properties of
WSNs make concatenation especially attractive. Firstly, all
packets are predominantly addressed to one and the same
sink, thereby fulfilling the major requirement of packet con-
catenation. Secondly, data packets are usually small and
therefore the gains from reducing control packet overhead
are comparatively large.

Similar to DW-MAC and S-MAC, the data packet usu-
ally contains three parts: payload, length field and CRC
field. When the MAC-layer processes the data packet, it at-
taches the MAC header. As we mentioned before all MAC
headers share the same destination address in single sink
networks since all data is directed towards the sink. In our
scheme, we concatenate several packets into a super packet
before adding the MAC-header to it. We denote the length
of the resulting super packet as lS P, which is always less
than or equal to the concatenation threshold lT H .

Figure 2 shows the structure of a super packet. Super
packets are constructed from one up to n smaller packets
and contain, for each encapsulated packet, its payload plus
the length and CRC fields. Although these fields could theo-
retically serve other purposes as well we only use the length
field to reconstruct the original packets from a super packet
at the receiver. In case a super packet can not be transmitted
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because the node does not win the channel, its packets are
requeued for later transmission.

3.3.2 Multi-Hop Forwarding in a Busy Cycle

In a busy cycle, nodes keep their radio on after the Sync pe-
riod. At the start of the Data period, nodes with pending data
construct a super packet (SP) from one or more packets in
their queue and set up the multi-hop flow by sending a con-
trol packet. The control packet, named scheduling packet
(SCH) as in DW-MAC, is constructed by adding cross-layer
fields (next-hop, destination, and number of hops) from the
routing layer to the IEEE 802.11 RTS [23] packet. If the
multi-hop flow is successfully initialized, node i in the flow
calculates its wakeup time in the next Sleep period following
the proportional mapping function:

T i
S

T i
D

= R (1)

where T i
D is the duration from the beginning of the Data

period to the starting moment of the SCH transmission, T i
S

is the duration from the beginning of the Sleep period to the
starting moment of the super packet transmission, and R is
the mapping function value. In DW-MAC the value of R is
Rorg =

TS leep

TData
, but in MAC2 we use the Rmin value that we are

going to introduce in the next section in order to minimize
latency. By using a proportional mapping function, we can
schedule more than one SCH exchange in the Data period
and therefore more than one data flow.

We illustrate the operation of MAC2’s multi-hop
scheduling and multi-hop forwarding in the simple 4-node
scenario in Fig. 3. Node N1 has data pending in its queue; it
uses the concatenation scheme, as explained in the previous
section, to construct a super packet. N1 uses the CSMA/CA
protocol to contend for the channel. If N1 wins, it will
start by sending the 1st SCH after a Distributed Inter-Frame
Space (DIFS). The intermediate nodes N2 and N3 relay the
SCH packet and at each node, the time taken to process the
SCH is one Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS). During the re-

Fig. 3 MAC2 in a four-node scenario.

lay process, the SCH packet serves as an RTS for the next
hop and a CTS for the previous hop. In conclusion, the SCH
packet from the source node only serves as an RTS and the
SCH packet of the destination node only serves as a CTS.
Based on Rmin, nodes will wake up at the correct time to
transmit/receive data in the Sleep period.

3.4 Achieving Minimum Latency

Using the proportional mapping (1) with R = TS leep

TData
, any two

data packets (in this case SP packets) never collide at an
intended receiver as proven in the original DW-MAC pa-
per [8]. However, there is a possibility of collision between
SP and ACK packets. In this subsection we present the con-
ditions of the mapping function to guarantee that there will
be no SP-ACK collisions. In the following analysis and the
remainder of this paper we assume that the bit error rate is
zero for all transmissions.

We investigate a multi-hop relay in a busy cycle. Node
i and its neighbor, node (i + 1), always satisfy the following
equation:

R =
T i

S

T i
D

=
T i+1

S

T i+1
D

(2)

The intervals between the time transmitting SCH pack-
ets and SP packets of two nodes, ΔT i

S , ΔT i
D, are defined as

follows: ΔT i
S = T i+1

S − T i
S and ΔT i

D = T i+1
D − T i

D.We can
obtain R by using the property of equal fractions series from
(2):

R =
ΔT i

S

ΔT i
D

(3)

However, when a node receives an SCH packet from its pre-
vious hop in the Data period, it needs a duration of S IFS
to process and relay the packet to its next hop. Assume lS P,
lACK , lS IFS to be the length of SP, ACK, and SIFS, respec-
tively, hence ΔT i

D = lS CH + lS IFS . To guarantee no SP-ACK
collision in the Sleep period, for example at node (i + 1),
node (i + 1) should start to transmit its SP packet after node
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i receives its ACK.

ΔT i
S ≥ lACK + lS P + lS IFS + δ (4)

δ can be considered as the state transition time, and it is
negligible compared with other timing parameters. Using
(3) and (4) we can get the condition which guarantees no
SP-ACK collision with all possible length of SP in a multi-
hop flow:

R ≥ lACK + lT H + lS IFS

lS CH + lS IFS
(5)

In the following we will present a theorem and proof for a
collision free receiver:

Theorem 1: There will be no collision at the intended re-
ceivers in the Sleep period if R satisfies condition (5).

Proof 1: If the nodes are the intended receivers in the Sleep
period, that means their SCH packets have been successfully
exchanged in the previous Data period. We then prove the
above theorem by contradiction. Assume that there is a col-
lision at a receiver i. If there is one flow in the network
we can easily find that it can only be an SP-ACK collision.
And with (5) that collision does not occur. If there is a col-
lision between two flows at node i, node i takes part in two
SP-ACK transmissions of two neighbors n1, n2. We denote
time to start to transmit these two SP packets (SP1 and SP2)
by T n1

S and T n2
S . Since there is a collision at node i, and

max{lS P j} ≤ lT H ( j = 1, 2):

|T n1
S − T n2

S | < lT H + lS IFS + lACK (6)

If node i is the intended receiver of two data packets it means
that it successfully relayed two SCH packets (SCH1, SCH2)
in the previous Data period. Assuming T1i

D = T n1
D + lS IFS +

lS CH , and T2i
D = T n2

D + lS IFS + lS CH . Because the node has
to wait at least for the confirmation SCH in a flow before
joining another flow, we have:

|T1i
D − T2i

D| ≥ lS IFS + lS CH (7)

From (6) and (7) we have:

R =
|T n1

S − T n2
S |

|T n1
D − T n2

D |
<

lACK + lT H + lS IFS

lS CH + lS IFS
(8)

Hence, we can conclude that the transmissions are collision
free at any intended receiver.

We set Rmin =
lACK+lT H+lS IFS

lS CH+lS IFS
and show that among all

values of R, Rmin gives the minimum delay. The deliv-
ery latency is proportional to the number of hops from the
source node. In duty cycling protocols, the data trans-
mission can only be initialized during the active period of
the radio. Thus, a newly generated packet is initially de-
layed by TCycle/2 on average (denoted as TInit), TCycle =

TS ync + TData + TS leep.
Assuming that the destination is h hops away from the

source node, the average delivery latency of a node h hops

away from the source node L(h) is:

L(h) = TInit + NC(h,N) × TCycle + Tlast(h,N) (9)

Here, N is the number of hops a packet passes in one cycle
and NC(h,N) is the number of cycles a packet passes before
the last cycle, and NC(h,N) is specified as follows:

NC(h,N) =

{ � h
N � if h%N > 0
� h

N � − 1 otherwise
(10)

where �.� is the floor function and % is the modulo opera-
tion. Tlast(h,N) is the latency in the last cycle and can be
calculated as:

Tlast(h,N) = T Nlast(h,N)
S + lS P + lS IFS + lACK (11)

where Nlast(h) is the number of hops that the packet passed
in the last cycle.

Nlast(h,N) =

{
h%N if h%N > 0
N otherwise

(12)

Since SCH relays are similar for all R, from (1)(9–12)
we obtain that the minimum latency is achieved when R is at
a minimum. The same proof is shown in our previous work
for DW-MAC [24]. Since we use lT H to express the packet
length in the mapping function, the delivery latency of a sin-
gle packet becomes longer in case lS P < lT H . However, this
slight inefficiency exists only in low traffic environments.
Once the traffic load increases, lS P will often be equal to lT H

and the difference in latency will become negligible. In any
case, the throughput per cycle is not affected.

4. Upper and Lower Bound of Delivery Latency

In this section we give bounds of delay under low traffic con-
ditions. In MAC2 and other multi-hop protocols, the num-
ber of hops (N) that a data packet can reach in a duty cycle
mainly depends on TData. The equation below expresses the
relationship between N and TData, which can be considered
as the most important factor in the protocol.

TData = CW + lDIFS + N × (lS IFS + lS CH) (13)

Note that because of the small SCH packet, the duration of
the contention window (CW) could be used to send the SCH.
In this case, the maximum and minimum values of N can be
determined as: Nmax = � TData

lS IFS+lS CH
� and Nmin = � TData−CW

lS IFS+lS CH
�.

First, we investigate the single packet scenario in which
the destination is h hops away from the source node. From
(9) the minimum delivery latency of a node h hops from the
source node L(h) can be calculated as follows:

L(h) = TInit +NC(h,Nmax)×TCycle +Tlast(h,Nmax) (14)

In addition the T Nlast(h)
S can be calculated from (1):

T Nlast(h)
S = T Nlast(h)

D ×Rmin, and T Nlast(h)
D can be calculated from

T 1
D, which is the time of transmission of the first SCH in the

last cycle.
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T Nlast(h)
D = lDIFS + (Nlast(h) − 1) × (lS IFS + lS CH) (15)

On the other hand, the minimum value of TInit is zero, so
from (14)(15), we have the lower bound of the latency to
be:

Llower(h) = NC(h,Nmax) × TCycle + ((Nlast(h,Nmax)

−1) × (lS IFS + lS CH)) × Rmin + lDIFS +

lS P + lS IFS + lACK (16)

Now we find the value of the upper bound. A packet incurs
the maximum latency when it can traverse only Nmin hops
in a cycle. Moreover, TInit will be at its maximum when the
packet is generated at the beginning of the Data period in a
idle cycle. Thus, the upper bound of latency is:

Lupper(h) = TS leep + TData + NC(h,Nmin) × TCycle +

(lDIFS + (Nlast(h,Nmin) − 1) × (lS IFS +

lS CH)) × Rmin) + lS P + lS IFS + lACK (17)

Secondly, we investigate a scenario in which M transmitters
try to send a packet to one sink, and the number of retrans-
missions allowed is Nret. We assume no packet is generated
while the previously generated packets are being transmit-
ted. When a node fails in the channel contention process, it
waits until the next cycle to contend again. Hence, the max-
imum latency will be at the node which wins the channel
last. After min{Nret,M} cycles, it will start to setup the data
flow:

LNret,M
upper (hmax) = min{Nret,M} × TCycle + Lupper(hmax)

(18)

Here, hmax is the maximum hop-count to the destination
among the M transmitters. If M is greater than Nret,
(M − Nret) nodes will fail to transmit data.

Now let us investigate a scenario in which there are
some SCH packets that failed to be transmitted to next
hops. If a node receives a SCH packet but cannot relay it to
its neighbor, it receives the corresponding data packet and
keeps it in its queue. The reason is that there is no collision
during this Sleep period. The node can be considered as the
transmitters in the upcoming cycle. If the scenario contains
several transmitters, we can use (18) to investigate the upper
bound of latency. Since this analysis is applied for a low
traffic environment, we can assume there will be few failed
SCH packets. The upper bound can be derived from (18) by
replacing M with Mmax the maximum number of transmit-
ters or the maximum number of neighboring nodes for the
specific topology.

5. Evaluation Results

We use the network simulator ns-2 [25] to evaluate our anal-
ysis under a simple scenario and the protocol’s performance
under various scenarios. Each sensor node had a single
omni-directional antenna through which the combined free

space and two-ray ground reflection radio propagation mod-
els were employed. Key networking parameters are shown
in Table 1, power consumption parameters were set to typi-
cal values for a Mica2 radio (CC1000). The 250 m transmis-
sion range and the 550 m carrier sensing range were mod-
eled after the 914-MHz Lucent WaveLAN DSSS radio inter-
face; although not typical for a sensor node, we used these
parameters to make our results comparable to DW-MAC. In
our evaluation of power efficiency, we focused on the en-
ergy consumed by radios, but ignored the energy consumed
by other components such as CPU and memory [26]. The
original size of one data packet is 50 bytes, which leads to
a transmission time of lDAT A = 43 ms. The super packet
threshold is set to 300 bytes or lT H = 243 ms. Note that
in our simulations the transmission time of a packet is cal-
culated the same way as described in the RMAC and DW-
MAC papers as follows:

lpacket =
packetsize

EB
+ lpreamble + lprocessingtime (19)

where EB = 10 Kbps stands for the effective bandwidth,
lpreamble = 2 ms for the transmission time of a preamble, and
lprocessingtime = 1 ms for the processing time. The capacity
of the queue between the network and link layers (ifq) is set
to 2500 bytes and other values are kept similar to those used
in the evaluation of DW-MAC. All time duration parameters
are shown in Table 2.

To simplify our evaluations, we did not include the
routing traffic in the simulations. We also assumed that there
was a routing protocol deployed to provide the shortest path
between any two nodes and ensured that the networks we
used in our simulations are connected networks. As it has
been shown in DW-MAC’s original paper, DW-MAC out-
performs other protocols in a wide range of traffic load con-
ditions. Therefore, we based our protocol on DW-MAC and
also used it as a benchmark in our evaluation.

5.1 Latency Bounds Evaluations

For the sake of simplicity, we used a chain scenario with 15
nodes. The distance between two neighboring nodes is 200
meters. We compared the performance of MAC2 with two

Table 1 Networking parameters.

Rx Power 22.2 mW Sleep Power 3 μW
State Transition Power 31.2 mW Tx Power 31.2 mW

Idle Power 22.2 mW Tx Range 250 m
Carrier Sensing Range 550 m SIFS 5 ms

Contention Window (CW) 64 ms DIFS 10 ms
Retry Limit 5 lDAT A 43 ms

lACK 11 ms lS CH 14.2 ms
lT H 243 ms i f q 2500 bytes

Table 2 Time duration parameters.

TCycle TS ync TData TS leep

DW-MAC 4465 ms 55.2 ms 168 ms 4241.8 ms
MAC2 4465 ms 55.2 ms 168 ms 4241.8 ms
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(a) Minimum latency (b) Latency bounds in single source scenario (c) Latency bounds in two sources scenario

Fig. 4 Latency bounds evaluation results.

values of R: Rmin and Rorg (where Rorg = TS leep/TData). As
we discussed before, the number N in (11) is one of the key
factors in designing the multi-hop MAC protocol. We kept
the value of TCycle at 4465 ms and varied TData in steps of
lS IFS + lS CH to allow more hops to be passed in one cycle.
Hence, the duty cycle value (DC) also varied. Note that the
DC is calculated as follows: DC = (TS ync + TData)/TCycle.

In this evaluation, the source node 0 at the beginning of
the chain sends to the destination node 14 which is the far-
thest node from the source, once every 30 seconds, and the
total number of packets sent is one hundred. We measured
the average delivery latency and plotted it in Fig. 4 (a). The
average delivery latency decreased when increasing DC.
With a DC smaller than 6% almost all packets needed three
cycles to reach the destination. Furthermore, with a DC in
the range 7% − 10% they needed two cycles and one cycle
otherwise. However, in all cases, we found that MAC2 (with
Rmin) has lower latency than MAC2 with Rorg.

We evaluated the lower and upper bounds of latency in
various scenarios. First, we considered the chain scenario
with a single source. The length of the chain varied from 4
to 15 hops, and the source sent a packet every 30 seconds to
the destination at the end of the chain. We kept the duty cy-
cle at 5%, the default value in MAC2. Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4 (c)
show the simulations’ results and the numerical bounds’ re-
sults. The graphs of the lower and upper bounds show that
a packet can reach a node 8 hops away in the best case and
5 hops away in the worst case, respectively. We can see that
the maximum, minimum, and average values of the deliv-
ery latency are in the range of the upper and lower bounds.
The difference between the maximum and minimum values
depends on TInit. The delay never reached the upper bound
because there were no collisions in any of the cycles. This
evaluation can be a guide for us to investigate the hop length
to the sink after deployment and to choose a suitable duty
cycle to satisfy the delay requirements.

After that, we investigated a scenario with two trans-
mitters. We assumed that between node 0 and node 1 there
was an event that occurred during each 30-second interval.
The sensing range of both nodes was 200 meters. After
sensing the event, nodes sent a packet to the sink node, the
farthest node in the chain. The chain length varied from 4
to 15 hops. Node 0 and node 1 contended for the channel
every 30 seconds. That is, when there was an event, only

one node could send a packet; the other one had to wait un-
til the next cycle. Since Nret = 5 in this case, we have
min(M,Nret) = 2. We plotted the upper bound as given
in (18). The results shown in Fig. 4 (c) lead us to the same
conclusion as in the previous experiment.

5.2 Grid Scenario

In this scenario we use a grid of 7×7 cells. Each node is 200
meters apart from its direct neighbors and the sink node is at
the center of the grid. We use the Random Correlated-Event
(RCE) traffic model introduced in [8], which creates events
at random locations. All nodes that can sense a given event,
i.e. nodes for which the event lies within the sensing range,
generate one data packet in response. We investigated sce-
narios with all nodes having the same sensing range of 100,
150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500 meters. For each
of the sensing range’s value we ran a simulation with 200
events. With the specific number of events we set the inter-
val between two events (IE) to 25, 50, and 100 seconds and
compared the performance between MAC2 and DW-MAC.

Figure 5 (a) shows the average energy consumption in
the evaluation. In DW-MAC, the average energy consump-
tion increases slightly when the sensing range increases as
well as the value of IE. In MAC2, when the sensing range
increases the average energy consumption increases but the
value is lower than in DW-MAC because more data packets
are generated and the nodes have to keep their radio on for
more cycles. We come to the same conclusion when IE in-
creases. If IE is large enough (IE = 50, 100 seconds), most
packets generated by a previous event reach the sink before
the next event occurs and the adaptive mechanism can save
power in some idle cycles. Therefore, we can conclude that
MAC2 achieves better energy efficiency than DW-MAC.

When the IE value is at 50 or 100 seconds, the through-
put at the sink keeps increasing along with the sensing range
as shown in Fig. 5 (b) and Fig. 5 (c). But when IE is smaller,
there are still some packets that can not go to the sink when
new events occur, DW-MAC starts to drop packets when the
sensing range is at 350 meters, and the throughput slightly
decreases due to packet collision. But in the case of MAC2,
the concatenation scheme is applied to handle this situation,
the throughput continuously increases and the delivery ratio
is kept at almost at 100%.
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(a) Average energy consumption in grid scenario (b) Throughput at the sink (c) Delivery ratio

Fig. 5 Evaluation results in 49-node grid scenario.

(a) Energy consumption per bit (b) Throughput at the sink

(c) Delivery ratio (d) Average latency

Fig. 6 Evaluation results in random network scenario.

5.3 Random Network Scenario

We also evaluated MAC2’s performance under a random
network scenario. A network contains 100 nodes which are
randomly deployed in the square area 1500 × 1500 meter.
The sink node is located at the top right corner of the area.
We generated 10 different scenarios with 200 events each
inside the area. We slightly modified the RCE traffic model
to make it more realistic. Each event is randomly gener-
ated and the interval between two subsequent events was set
to a random interval between 0 and 50 seconds. After the
sink received the final packet, we kept the network running
for another 100 seconds and compared the performance of
MAC2 against DW-MAC. The evaluation results are shown
in Fig. 6, each average value is calculated from the results of
10 random runs and the error bars show the 95 % confidence
interval.

Figure 6 (a) shows the energy consumption per bit

which is calculated by the ratio of total energy consumption
to the throughput. We use this value to reflect the energy ef-
ficiency of the network. When the sensing range is smaller
than 200 meters, traffic load is low and MAC2 is more en-
ergy efficient than DW-MAC since MAC2 employs an adap-
tive mechanism, the nodes keep their radio off when there
is no data and therefore save energy. At this level of traffic
load, the two protocols share the same throughput perfor-
mance and handle 100% delivery ratio. When the sensing
range increases, the traffic load becomes heavier and MAC2

still consumes less power than DW-MAC. The reason is the
concatenation scheme is applied and the control overhead is
largely reduced. Moreover, since there are fewer packets in
MAC2’s network, the collision probability is smaller.

The throughput performance of the two protocols is
shown in Fig. 6 (b). When the sensing range grows larger
than 250 meters, in MAC2 the throughput keeps increasing.
In the case where the sensing range is 500 meters, MAC2’s
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throughput is even 2.5 times higher than DW-MAC’s. That
is because of the effectiveness of the concatenation scheme.
In DW-MAC, although more packets are generated, the
amount of data received at the sink stays almost the same.
That means more packets are dropped. The same conclusion
can be drawn from Fig. 6 (c), the delivery ratio sharply de-
creases in DW-MAC’s case when the traffic load gets higher.
That means DW-MAC’s network reaches the saturated state
faster then MAC2’s network does. Figure 6 (d) shows the
end-to-end latency of the two protocols where MAC2 also
outperforms DW-MAC. When the sensing range is larger
than 250 meters DW-MAC’s latency increases excessively
due to the saturation of nodes’ buffers. Therefore, those val-
ues are not shown in the figure. Note that, in MAC2 we use
the earliest generated packet in the super packet as the start
point of super packet transmission. We can conclude that
MAC2 is more energy, latency and throughput efficient than
DW-MAC for all investigated traffic loads.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we propose MAC2, an energy efficient, high
throughput multi-hop MAC protocol. The protocol employs
multi-hop forwarding to overcome the latency burden of
duty cycling. Besides that, it is optimized to perform well
in a wide range of traffic load conditions. MAC2 derives
its wake up on demand manner from DW-MAC to support
multiple traffic flows in a single cycle. Furthermore, MAC2

adopts an adaptive mechanism that adjusts the listening pe-
riod according to traffic load, minimizing idle listening. Fi-
nally, MAC2 utilizes a concatenation scheme that can com-
bine several queued packets for the same destination and
send them as one super packet. Throughput is significantly
increased and control overhead is reduced and evaluations of
MAC2 show that it outperforms other state-of-the-art multi-
hop protocols.

In our future work we will investigate the efficiency
of our protocol in noisy environments. Currently, we fo-
cus on two possible solutions to overcome the drawbacks
of the concatenation scheme. The first solution would be
that MAC2 adopts a bit-error-rate (BER) adaptive method in
which nodes send a small or a large packet based on a BER
threshold. The second would be that MAC2 separates a re-
ceived superpacket into several fragments (or original pack-
ets), checks for errors in each fragment and resends only the
fragments with errors.
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